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ADDENDUM #1 
BID #1920-05, Building 3100 Data Room HVAC Replacement at Fullerton College 

 
This Addendum forms a part of the Bid Documents and modifies the original Bid Documents.  
Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in space provided on the Bid Proposal Form. Failure to 
acknowledge may subject Bidder to disqualification. 
 
 

I. REVISION: The Bid due date has been extended to Tuesday, November 12, 2019 at 

2:00 p.m. 

 

II. REQUEST FOR INFORMATION: 

 

1. During the bid walk it was shown that there was temporary HVAC in place for the data 
room. Will awarded contractor and electrical sub be responsible for removing the temp 
HVAC at job completion or will installing contractor preform that. Please confirm. 

 
A.  Temp Cooling will be removed by owner at job completion 
 
2. During bid walk it was discovered that the “Vault” room had various storage racks where a 

new panel and transformer were to be installed. Can you confirm Fullerton college will 
remove these storage items so we can install new electrical systems. 

 
A. Storage items to be removed for new electrical equipment by owner. 
 
3. Can you confirm it is acceptable to run conduit from underneath raised floor to above into 

a pull box or LB to enter “vault” room for electrical connections. During bid walk this was 
the appeared method for current connections. 
 

A. Yes, this is acceptable. 
 

4. Will scanning be required prior to any coring in the “vault” room wall. 
 

A. It is recommended that a scan be made. No rebars shall be allowed to be cut in the 
"vault" room. A minimum of 1" is required between rebars and penetration. 

 
5. Can you confirm the new BMS control panel will be installed in “vault” room per note 21. 

 
A. Yes, please refer to note 12 on M-401. 
 
6. Due to the college being on break during the work period, can you confirm that any 

electrical shutdowns to tie in new equipment and feeders can be preformed during normal 
working hours. 
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A. Power shutdown will take place during off hours, from 10:00 PM to 6:00 AM during the 
week. Weekend shutdown to be determined, however similar time frames should be 
assumed. 

 
7. Can you confirm that outdoor pullboxes can be NEMA 3R. 

 
A. Yes, please refer to general note 14 on E-001. 

 
8. Can you confirm the use of NEMA 3R disconnect switches for outdoor applications of the 

project. 
 

A. Yes, please refer to general note 14 on E-001. 
 
 

9. Drawing M-401 Demolition Keynote 12 – Disconnect both CRAC units from Fire Alarm 
System. 
Who is your Fire Alarm Contractor for the campus? When we disconnect the existing units 
will this action create or raise a fire alarm? Are we re-connecting the fire alarm contact to 
the new CRAC units and if so how? 

  
A. Johnson Controls services the campus.  It is the contractor's responsibility to contract 

with Johnson Controls for any work associated with this project.  Yes, disconnecting the 
existing units will action an alarm and yes, it is the contractor's responsibility to re-
connect the new CRAC to the fire alarm system.  The fire alarm in the building can be 
taken off-line while the work is being performed; however, the contractor will be 
responsible for Fire Watch if the building is not back on-line at the end of the day.  Please 
refer to general note 19 on E-001. 

 
10. Drawing M-701 

Automation and Controls – Who is the controls contractor for service and maintenance of 
the JCI campus controls network and automation systems? 
 
JCI is the product specified.  However, the campus usually has a specific controls contractor 
who is familiar with the network configuration and requirements. 

 
A. Orange County Air is Johnson Controls Contractor for the campus. 

 
11. Is there a controls contractor main point of contact we can utilize - that the campus also 

utilizes for day to day updates and modifications? 
 

A.  Orange County Air is Johnson Controls Contractor for the campus. 

 
12. In lieu of sand encasement and backfilling and compacting to 95% relative density.  May we   

haul away the dirt and set conduits on “shoulder/chairs” to hold in place, and then slurry to 
the bottom of sub-grade. 
 
Drawing E-501 Detail 1 
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A. Yes, this is acceptable 
 

13. Can you please provide a detail of the dirt (Soil Support) to be excavated to accommodate 
for the pouring of the new equipment pad? 
 
Detail 5 Sheet M-501 
 

A. The only excavation required is that which is necessary to accommodate the thickness of 
the concrete pad and the dimensions of the downturned footing at the perimeter while 
maintaining the 2 inch (minimum) dimension from top of concrete to adjacent grade. The 
concrete can be cast directly on the existing subgrade. 

 
14. Can you please clarify the Condensing Unit(s) equipment pad requirements for detail 6 

page   M-501 
 
The M-501 drawing shows only one condenser mounting detail and the measurements of 
the equipment pad (verified) are not the size of the pad requirement for two condensing 
units. 
 
Based on the attached submittal document from the manufacturer for the product 
specified on the drawings.   
 
It appears we will need a substantially larger equipment pad than the dimensions given on 
the drawings. 
 
This concern brings up the larger issue of pad size relative to the enclosure.   
 
Is there enough room within the enclosure to accommodate the larger pad size required, 
and will it have the clearances for maintenance and safety? 
 

A.  For Bid, provide stand as indicated on documents. 

 
15. Can you please clarify the floor mounted diffuser grill Quad Fan note 1 option? 

 
The drawing M-401 shows 8 new Tate Direct Aire 24x24 lay in floor grated square tile 
diffuser distribution grills for the front of the server rack. 
 
Note 1 under the AIR DISTRIBUTION SCHEDULE sheet M-601 requires vendor to provide the 
8 grills with Poweraire Quad-Fan assist. 
 
The Quad Fan units require power and remote sensors and controls.  How and where are 
the remote sensors and controls tied into the Quad fan units and how is the power 
provided? 
 
The PowerAire® Quad is designed for optimum use with Tate’s DirectAire® airflow panel 
ordered separately;  This device is not specified either. 

 
A. Disregard the keynote 1 for PowerAire quad Fan Assist, not required. 
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16. Per spec section 250593 - 3.1.A. Tab Specialists, there are three acceptable 

TAB subcontractors: American Air Balance (Poway, CA), San Diego Air Balance (San 
Diego, CA), and Penn Air Control (San Diego, CA). Please advise if other TAB 
subcontractors are acceptable to be used such as: 
Los Angele Air Balance, Hartmanaire, Inland Air Balance, Associated Air Balance, 
Precision Air Balance.  
 

A. Air balance contractor must be AABC Certified per 1.7.A. 
 
Other options are, but not limited to: 
 
- American Air Balance,Inc 
- Los Angeles Air Balance, Inc 
- Air Balance Company Inc 
- Penn Air Control 
- WinAire,Inc 
 

 
17. Mechanical Schedule (sheet M-601) Remarks #9 and #10 indicate equipment is to be 

provided with infrared humidifier and electric reheat.  Both items are prohibited per CEC 
Title 24 Section 140.9 for computer room prescriptive designs.   

 
  Please confirm if these two options are required for CRAC-1 & 2. 
 

A. Per 2016 CEC section 140.9(a).3 - Adiabatic humidification is allowed (direct evaporative 
or ultrasonic), whereas steam or infrared humidifcation is not allowed. 

 
18. Mechanical Schedule (sheet M6-01) Remark #3 indicates CRAC-1 & 2 to be provided with 

“dap4 microprocessor controller”.  This is not a component or feature of the Liebert model   
specified.  iCOM color touchscreen control with integral BMS connectivity, teamwork 
sequences, and lead/lag/rotation control is the standard for Liebert product scheduled. 

 
Please revise schedule remark #3 accordingly for bid equipment requirement clarity. 

 
A. Provide Liebert equivalent as indicated. 

 
19. Detail #2 of mechanical sheet M-401 shows the installation locations for CRAC-1 & CRAC-2.  

There is concern about the control effectiveness of CRAC-2 due its location being further 
from the server rack load.  It is recommended to add rack inlet temperature sensors to 
ensure each CRAC unit is monitoring and responding to the supply air conditions at the 
load.  Attached is a schematic representation of these sensors (cabling from sensor to CRAC 
unit could install in raised floor plenum).  Each unit can support up to (10) sensor kits, but a 
minimum of (1) per unit is recommended.   

 
Sensor description below & datasheet attached. 
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WIRED REMOTE SENSOR(S) — Each Liebert iCOM shall have up to ten 2T sensors (20 sensor 
readings total) for control or reference. As part of the U2U network, those sensors shall be 
shared and used to control the units and provide greater flexibility, visibility, and control 
using that to respond to changes in the data center. When the sensors are used for control, 
the user may set the control to be based off a maximum or average of a select highest 
temperature reading 

 
Please confirm Liebert 2T Rack Inlet Sensor(s) are required, minimum (1) per CRAC unit.   

 
A. Thermostat for CRAC Unit 2 can be relocated adjacent to Thermostat at CRAC Unit 1. 

 
20. Detail #5 on mechanical sheet M-501 shows a condenser leg height maximum of 18”.  

During the site walk, the location for the condensers is both against the North/East exterior 
walls of the building and a mid-height landscape retaining wall.  This introduces concerns 
for enough “free airflow” into the bottom of the unit during operation.  It is recommended 
to use a taller leg; heights of 36”, 48”, and 60” are offered. 

 
Please confirm maximum allowable leg height for condensers CU-1 & 2. 

 
A. For Bid, provide stand as indicated on documents. 

 
21. Will certified testing adjusting and balancing (TAB) and associated certified reports be 

required for this project? 
 

A.   Provide air balance per 23 05 93, AABC certified per 1.7.A. 
 

22. Will the access floor need to be reconfigured around the new CRAC units once installed? 
Please advise how we should approach. 
 

A. Yes, reconfigure. 
 

23. Please provide a specification and/or model number for the blank floor tiles the district 
wants installed so that they will match the existing tiles. Reference sheet M-401. 
 

A. Manufacturer unknown, floor tiles are 24x25,1-.5 inches thick overall, w/ 5/16-inch deep  
lip. 

 
24. Will the district be directly contracting Johnson Controls for the installation and 

programming of the new DDC controls, or will JCI be providing all contractors a proposal for 
this work? Please provide the JCI representative/engineer contact information. Reference 
Specification section 230923, 1.3, B, 4. 
 

A. Orange County Air can do controls work for the campus 

 
END OF ADDENDUM #1 


